MAIL ORDERS NOW FOR HOLIDAY PERFORMANCES
"IT MUST BE SEEN!"

UTA HAEN - ARTHUR HILL - GEORGE GRIZZAR

WITH

G. E. REED - SHEEPDOOD STRUDWICK

NOW ACTING AT THE COOP

From One Square To Another...

(A paid advertisement of a non-political nature sponsored by the committee for snore social relations.)

What's happened at the HONEY BEE (700 Maps Ave., Cambridge)? Has anything hit a mass migration from M.I.T. to Central Square over the past ten days? Is it news that several M.I.T. graduate students have recently found a HONEY BEE research grant which may eventually result in a compensated air device which will automate the player piano? Reliable reports indicate that the Young Waiters League (which now builds the jumping points) intends to air change the subject and a strike is in the wind.

Will committees on internal policies be successful in their attempt to stabilize the managers toward to stabilize the business as holders of the free passes? Will a decision be made on this important subject prior to the executive committee meeting scheduled for Christmas morning?

Will the motion to provide study halls facilities for shop students on Monday and Tuesday evenings be defeated? Will the motion to extend the library hours by two evenings be defeated? Will the motion to keep the library open until 1:00 A.M. on Wednesday and Thursday evenings continue to remain favorable? Will the motion to provide reading materials for students in favor of providing bit and add study rooms prevail?

These and other questions of import make up the formidable agenda that faces every thinking person over 21. Join hands with the 3 or 4 others that now regularly populate the Honey Bee at 700 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, centrally located between Harvard and M.I.T. The Honey Bee is strategically located in a quaint but sturdy brick building (excellent protection in these pernicious times) and easy to find. Be sure to come.

BUY VITALIS AT THE COOP

Now—give yourself "Professional" shaves with...

**NEW**

SUPER SMOOTH SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard's toughness—in seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-than-water" action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of barrier shop shaves. Melts your beard's toughness like hot towels and massage—in seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the blade. A unique combination of anti-evaporation agents makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier...gives you the most satisfying shave...faster, cleaner—and most comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

The ONLY PEN YOU CAN BUY TO SUIT YOUR STYLE

The New Parker VP adjusts to you: Pick it up and your fingers automatically slip into a comfortable position, thanks to the gently curved grip. Dial the big, solid 14k gold point until the tip touches the paper at just the angle you want. Then you can write with more ease and comfort than you ever thought possible. The VP gives you a choice of 15 instantly replaceable points, from a very fine point to an extra-broad executive. Stop in for a free booklet "How to Pick the Right Point for a VP."

New Parker VP 

EVERY PERSONALIZED '10

Old Spice

New England

825 Boylston Street, Boston

**PARKER—Maker of the World's Most Wanted Pens**